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Abstract

The angular distribution function (ADF) associated to the oxygen-metal ion-oxygen

angle (OMO) of several trivalent lanthanoid and actinoid aquaions has been used to

identify the most probable coordination geometry of these aquaions in aqueous so-

lutions. The ADFs extracted from the Molecular Dynamics trajectories have been

compared with continuous distribution functions corresponding to the geometry of a

reference polyhedron pattern. The procedure incorporates specific quantum-mechanical

information of the aquaion under study. The new method is applied to the analysis

of four M(H2O)3+
n aquaions in water, M=Lu and Cf for n=8, and M=La and Ac for

n=9. For those 8-coordinated, the Square Antiprism (SA) coordination geometry is

preferred. For the 9-fold coordination the simulation ADFs are more similar to the

continuous ADF derived from a Gyro-elongated-SA rather than to the usually pro-

posed Trigonal Tricapped Prism. Advantages of these continuous distributions with

respect to the usually employed discrete distributions are emphasized as well as further

applications are suggested.
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The identification of a metal aquaion structure in solution is not as easy task as one

could expect on the basis of the apparently simple distribution of water molecules around

a monoatomic cation. Both the natural thermal structural disorder of the liquid state and

in addition, sometimes, the water molecules release from the aquaion could make difficult

the persistence of a well-defined coordination geometry around a metal ion in solution and,

therefore its identification. This is the case of the lanthanoid and actinoid aquaions. Basic

knowledge on the actinoid hydration structure and dynamics is important because their role

in nuclear technological issues, such as migration in aqueous media of nuclear repositories or

the selective extraction agents for the separation of actinoids and lanthanoids.1

This contribution presents a new procedure for the identification of the average coordi-

nation geometry of a metal aquaion in solution. This methodology is applied to a couple of

lanthanoid and actinoid aquaions, which scan the two representative coordination numbers

along the series, i.e., the octa- and ennea-coordination.

Relevant experimental techniques, such as neutron and x-ray diffraction methods together

with extended x-ray absorption spectroscopy (EXAFS) provide information on metal-water

distances, hydration numbers and structural and dynamical disorder.2–5 Complementary

information based on spectroscopies such as IR, Raman, vis-UV or XANES, have widen

the available information of aquaions in solution.4,6 However, the coordination geometry of

some aquaions can not be easily assigned. The coordination geometry is often proposed in

analogy to crystal structures containing the aquaion or related compounds, as well as from

assignment of spectral features which come from a particular type of arrangement based

on symmetry reasons.4,5,7,8 Continuous symmetry measures have been proposed to calibrate

the deviation of organometallic compounds from ideal or regular polyhedra.9,10 Nevertheless,

the liquid state presents usually more diffuse coordination geometries around a metal ion

in solution, given that there are continuous changes in M-O distances and OMO angles, as

a consequence of the intrinsic dynamics of the aquaion. Theoretical methods offer useful

tools at the molecular level to tackle this question. The most usual strategy has been the
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comparison of the Angle Distribution Function (ADF) of the OMO angles derived from

a computer simulation with the discrete distribution exhibited by a reference polyhedron

which may be Platonic, Johnson or antiprism.11–14 There is a significant number of these

reference polyhedra for the different coordination numbers (4 ≤ CN ≤ 10) adopted by metal

ions in their first hydration shell3–5 Scheme 1 displays the aquaion structures considering

three common reference octa-coordinated polyhedra, Square Antiprism (SA), Cube and Bi-

capped Trigonal Prism (BTP), and two ennea-coordination ones, Gyro-elongated Square

Antiprism (GySA) and Trigonal Tricapped Prism (TTP). In this study we examine the

coordination geometry of some trivalent lanthanoid and actinoid aquaions. It has long been

accepted that CN changes from 9 to 8 along the first series,7,15 whereas for the second series

it has been confirmed more recently.8,16–18 The cations chosen have been La3+ and Ac3+

as representatives of the 9-coordination, and Lu3+ and Cf3+ as those of the 8-coordination.

The choice of Cf3+ is due to the fact that it is the heaviest actinoid for which experimental

information in solution has been reported.17

The aquaion structures were obtained from classical NVT Molecular Dynamics simula-

tions of systems formed by one trivalent cation and 1000 water molecules. Temperature was

set up to 300K and the volume was fixed to reproduce the experimental water density at 1

atm. The flexible and polarizable MCDHO model was employed for the interaction poten-

tials. The water-water potential was proposed by Ortega-Blake and col.19 and the M3+-H2O

potentials were developed by us as an extension of our hydrated ion model.20 The model

improvements allow the exchange of water molecules between the first hydration shell and

the bulk. Details of this new development were previously given for the case of Cf3+.17,21 For

all cations the systematic method B from ref. 21 has been used. The general form of these

exchangeable ion-water potentials together with the parameter sets are given in Figure S1

and Table S1 of the Supporting Information (SI). Details on the quantum mechanical (QM)

level employed to build the potential energy surfaces are included in Table S2 of SI.

Figure 1 displays the M-O radial distribution functions (RDF). The maximum of the
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first peaks shows the splitting of the cations in two groups, those with 8-fold coordination

and shorter RM-O distances, 2.37 Å and 2.44 Å for Lu3+ and Cf3+, respectively; and those

with 9-fold coordination and longer RM-O distances, 2.62 Å and 2.65 Å for La3+ and Ac3+,

respectively. These results agree reasonably well with the experimental and theoretical values

available in the literature, which ranges the M-O distance in the interval 2.52-2.65 Å for La3+,

2.30-2.37 Å for Lu3+ and 2.37-2.45 Å for Cf3+.7,8,12,17,18,22–27 A detailed set of structural and

energetic properties are collected in Table S3 of the SI, supporting the good behavior of the

intermolecular potentials developed.

Plots of the OMO ADFs obtained for the cations from their MD simulations (hereafter

ADFMD(M3+)) are shown in Figure 2. The selected structures to build these ADFs corre-

spond to the snapshots where the hydrate contains either 8 (for Lu3+, it represents 98% of

the structures and for Cf3+, 79%) or 9 (for La3+, 89% and for Ac3+, 66%) water molecules.

This facilitates the coordination geometry analysis. ADFs were set up by conditioning them

to integrate to the total number of OMO angles in the considered CN, i.e. 28 and 36 for the

8-fold and the 9-fold coordinations, respectively. It is observed that ADFMD(M3+)s of a given

CN are very similar regardless the cation considered. This is also confirmed by the analysis

of the 34% of the structures which correspond to Ac3+ octa-coordinated which yields the

same ADFMD than the other octacoordinated cations. However, the profiles for both CNs

have two main differences: peak separation and peak intensity ratio for the 8-coordination

are larger than for the 9-coordination ones.(See Figure 2)

The usual procedure to associate a coordination geometry to a particular ADFMD has

been its comparison with the discrete angle distribution provided by a reference polyhedron

of the same CN. Figure 3(top) displays the ADFMD(La3+) and the discrete distributions

derived for the two reference 9-fold coordinated polyhedra shown in Scheme 1: the GySA and

the TTP ones. Figure 3(bottom) displays the ADFMD(Cf3+) and the discrete distributions

corresponding to the SA, Cube and BTP polyhedra. This figure shows the difficulty to

associate a given polyhedron to an ADFMD(M3+). Thus, for the La3+ case, both GySA and
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TTP discrete distributions accumulate their higher intense lines around the two main peaks

of the ADFMD(La3+), but there is not a clear indication to choose between the two discrete

distributions. In the Cf3+ case (Figure 3 (bottom)), it seems clear that the Cube discrete

distribution is far from the ADFMD(Cf3+), but it is also unclear the assignment to the BTP

or SA polyhedron, where a significant contribution appears at 119◦ whereas the ADFMD

exhibits a depletion in the 90◦-130◦ range.

To facilitate the assignment we have established a procedure to build a specific continu-

ous angle distribution of a reference polyhedron based on quantum mechanical information

derived from the corresponding aquaion. Broadening methods in spectroscopy have long

been used to account for the different sources of spectroscopic line broadening. In this study

we have chosen Lorentzian functions (Eq.1) to be centered on each of the OMO angle values

(θ0) of the reference polyhedron.

Lθo(θ) =
A

π

Γ

2(θ − θo)2 + Γ2

4

(1)

Γ parameter defines the Lorentzian width which will be associated to ∆θFWHH, i.e. the

full width at half height of a given peak centered at θo. The third Lorentzian parameter to

be assigned is A, a multiplier which guarantees that the integration of the Lorentzian renders

the number of OMO angles associated to a given θo value.

We propose to relate the Γ parameter of a given angle distribution centered at θo to the

force constant of the bending normal mode associated to the set of atoms involved in the

definition of angle θ. To quantify this force constant, a quantum mechanical calculation of

the considered aquaion structure is performed at the computational level employed for the

development of the intermolecular potential. Due to the large number of bending normal

modes involving the different angles, an average force constant (k) associated to the set of

structurally-related bending normal modes has been used. Table S4 in SI collects the k values

used for the polyhedra which are minima on the corresponding potential energy surface of

the aquaions, i.e. SA and TTP. In order to include the solvent effects, the Γ value is related
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to the width of the corresponding ADFMD peak (Figure 2).

Let us consider the SA case (see Scheme 1) where there are 28 OMO angles distributed

among three different angle values: 75◦, 119◦ and 142◦ with appearance frequencies of 16:4:8,

respectively. To establish the relationship between the ∆θFWHH and k, the simplest case of

the ADFMD(Cf3+) and the SA discrete distribution (Figure 3 (bottom)) is analyzed. The

two ADFMD(Cf3+) peaks centered at 74.0◦ and 143.0◦ can be associated to the discrete lines

of the reference SA polyhedron at 75◦ and 142◦, with ∆θFWHH values of 12.5◦ and 16.2◦,

respectively. Quite similar values are associated to the Lu3+ case, as shown in Table S4 in

SI. The examination of the set of k and ∆θFWHH values for these two aquaions suggests an

useful relationship between them:

k̄ ×∆θFWHH = constant (2)

where the constant value, 0.6134 hartree degrees Å−2, is derived from the average of

the Cf3+ and Lu3+ data. Eq. (2) is useful for the adscription of the ∆θFWHH value to a

reference polyhedron angle which does not have a peak associated in the ADFMD(Cf3+),

as it is the case of the intermediate angle 119◦. Then, Eq. (2) and the corresponding QM

force constant, k119, given in Table S4, provide a way to set ∆θFWHH(119◦) values of 87.6◦

and 73.0◦ for Cf3+ and Lu3+, respectively. Regarding the A values for the SA case, the

Lorentzian function associated to θ0= 75◦ must integrate to 16, then A75 must take such a

value that this condition is satisfied. The continuous ADF for a reference polyhedron, Ltotal,

(hereafter termed ADFcont) is defined as the sum of the different Lorentzians, Lθo , centered

at the different θo angles.

Ltotal = N(L75 + L119 + L142) (3)

Ltotal must be renormalized by means of N to give an integration value in the exis-

tence angle range of the ADFMD(M3+) equals to 28 or 36, i.e. the total number of angles
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appearing in the octa-coordinated or ennea-coordinated reference polyhedron, respectively

(see Figure S2).

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the ADFMD(Cf3+) and ADFMD(Lu3+) with the ADFcont

generated from the three reference polyhedra associated to the octa-coordination. In the

case of the Cube and BTP polyhedra their geometries are not minima in the potential

energy surface of the corresponding aquaions. It is worth commenting on this point that

the preferred coordination geometry for the isolated aquaion is not necessarily the most

favoured in solution due to the solvent effects. Their Γ values have been taken from the

SA Cf3+ Lorentzians, associating the same SA Γ value to the Cube or BTP Lorentzian of

an structurally-related angle. Values have been collected in Table S4 of SI. ADFMD(Cf3+)

and ADFMD(Lu3+) are very similar to ADFcont(SA). This confirms the usually assigned

arrangement for [M(H2O)8]3+, both in crystals and in aqueous solution.11 Interestingly the

ADFcont(Cube) and the ADFcont(SA) are quite different, even though both arrangements only

differ in the relative 45◦ rotation of one of the oxygen-atom square plane with respect to the

other (see Scheme 1). For the same M-O distances, their M-O RDFs would match. This

is an illustrative example of the sensitivity of this methodology to coordination symmetry

changes. The ADFcont(BTP) may also be discarded as coordination geometry.

For the ennea-coordinated aquaions, La3+ and Ac3+, Figure 3 shows that different dis-

crete distributions from the TTP and GySA reference polyhedra contribute to each peak

of the ADFMD, unlike the 8-fold coordination SA case. Then, it is assumed that the rela-

tionship of eq. (2) can be applied to assign the Lorentzian width. Table S4 in SI collects

the parameters employed for the different Lorentzians based on the QM calculations for

the TTP minimum of La3+. The GySA is not a minimum and its Lorentzians have been

obtained from the structurally related TTP angles. Given the high similarity between the

La3+ and Ac3+ ADFMDs, a common ADFcont have been built for both cations. Figure 5 dis-

plays the ADFMDs for La3+ and Ac3+, together with the ADFcont(TTP) and ADFcont(GySA)

polyhedra. The comparison for the ennea-coordination shows the similarity of ADFMDs for
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both the La3+ and Ac3+ aquaions to the ADFcont(GySA). This result is against the usual

previous TTP assignment in solution, supported by evidences of some crystals structures

containing the ennea-hydrated cation.5,13,14,28,29 Nevertheless, some authors, based on dis-

crete angular distribution analysis, had already pointed out difficulties to discard the GySA

arrangement, due to the thermal fluctuations in the liquid medium.11,13,14 Kowall et al.11

compute a continuous ADF by broadening the angle discrete lines using a Gaussian function

without including quantum-mechanical information. In this study we have shown that the

specificity provided by the QM computations is critical to smear out spurious contributions

at θ values between the two main peaks centered at ∼ 75◦ and ∼ 140◦. Additionally, the

overall peak shape is also modelled by the Lorentzian sum, Ltotal.

Once the ADF broadening model has been detailed, one could wonder if the selection

of Lorentzian functions may condition the results. To answer this question we have used

Gaussian functions to compute ADFcont, applying the same procedure to select the function

parameters. Results are given in Figure S3 of SI. The examination of ADFcont for SA and

TTP obtained from Gaussians leads to the same conclusions reached from Lorentzians.

The mean residence times of the first-shell water molecules of these aquaions are 320 ps

for La3+ and 870 ps for Lu3+.30 This means that in the particular case of the lanthanoids and

actinoids studied, the main factor affecting the consistency of the aquaions is the intrinsic

dynamics of the ion and its first hydration shell. One could revise the structural require-

ment for TTP in solution based on the persistence of a double set of M–O distances (6+3)

corresponding to its equatorial and axial arrangement. The expected distance distribution is

not observed in the M-O RDFs (Figure 1). Distance fluctuations are high enough to smear

out differential peaks in the global RDF. Likewise, histograms of M-O distances for the 8-

(Lu3+) and 9-coordinated (La3+) shows the impossibility to assign the reference polyhedra

solely using the pattern of distance sets found in them (Figure S4). Continuous ADF appear

to be more sensitive to discriminate the coordination geometry.

The preference for a GySA arrangement provided by the ADF analysis opens the way
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to a plausible 9-fold coordination model: let us consider a robust and symmetrized SA

arrangement with the coupling of a ninth water molecule facing one of the square planes,

playing the role of an apical water molecule (see GySA in Scheme 1). This picture is

appropriate to supply a new view of the series of lanthanoid and actinoid aquaions, and

the CN along the series. The basic idea is that the symmetric SA arrangement is the most

structurally-consistent aquaion and the axial approach of a ninth water molecule to the

external side of one of the square-planar faces, smoothly provides a partial contribution

to the total coordination from 0 to 1. The partial contribution may be a function of the

physicochemical properties of the lanthanoid or actinoid cation considered.

Thus, the specific properties of a given cation plus its basic SA structure along the series

confer different inter-molecular interactions with the ninth water molecule, which will give

in an average manner, a contribution between one and nill to the octa-coordination provided

by the SA arrangement. It is worth commenting on the similar pattern already found in the

closest hydration structure of square-planar Pd(II) and Pt(II) complexes, where a meso-shell

in the axial regions was identified.31–34

Electrolyte aqueous solutions are not noisy crystalline solids. Their intrinsic thermal

structural disorder offers their own landscape which must be contemplated from a different

viewpoint. This work must be considered as an starting point of further studies which must

get a deeper insight into the dynamical properties of the apical water molecules in solution.

Further studies of other frequent coordination numbers may be examined with this

methodology, extending the potential ability of the proposed method to other coordination

geometry problems of solution chemistry, involving metal aquaions, such as the chemically

relevant coordinations 10, 7 or 6. They are matter of ongoing debate, such as the Cu2+

aquaion case,35–38 or the recently revisited case of the Sc3+ aquaion.39 Moreover, the exten-

sion of this ADF broadening method to coordination compounds could be regarded as an

useful further step in the geometrical characterization of them in solution.
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Scheme 1: Models of 8-fold and 9-fold coordination for aquaions where the oxygen atoms are
placed on the vertices of a reference polyhedron: SA, Cube and BTP for the octa-coordination
and GySA and TTP for the ennea-coordination.
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Figure 1: M–O RDFs obtained from the MD simulations of the trivalent cations in aqueous
solution
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Figure 2: ADFs obtained from the MD simulations of the trivalent cations in aqueous solution
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Figure 3: ADF obtained from the MD simulations of the La3+ (top) and Cf3+ (bottom) in
aqueous solution compared to the discrete distributions of reference polyhedra.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the simulation ADFs for Lu3+ (top) and Cf3+ (bottom) and the
ADFcont for the SA, Cube, and BTP 8-coordination polyhedra
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Figure 5: Comparison of the simulation ADFs for La3+ (black dot) and Ac3+ (blue dot) and
the ADFconts for the GySA (blue line) and TTP (orange line) 9-coordination polyhedra
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